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the current digital library (DL) systems suffer from the fol-
lowing two shortcomings: (i) inadequate high-level cogni-
tion support; (ii) inadequate knowledge sharing facilities. In
this article, we introduce a two-layered digital library archi-
tecture to support different levels of human cognitive acts.
The model moves beyond simple information searching and
browsing across multiple repositories, to inquiry of knowl-
edge aboutthe contentsof digitallibraries. To addressusers’
high- order cognitive requests, we propose an information
space consisting of a knowledge subspace and a document
subspace. We extend the traditional indexing and searching
schemaofdigitallibrariesfromkeyword-basedtoknowledge-
based by adding knowledge to the documents into the DL
information space. The distinguished features of such en-
hancedDLsystemsincomparisonwiththetraditionalknowledge-















is a demand for new evolutionary technology to support ef-
fective search and indexing functionalities. Digital libraries
are good examples to investigate new approaches to effec-
tive use of large informationrepositoriesbecause of the long
tradition of conventional libraries in supporting human’s in-
formation needs. They integrate a variety of information
technologies which provide opportunities to assemble, or-
ganize and access large volumes of information from mul-
tiple repositories, while making distributed heterogeneous
resources spread across the network appear to be a single
uniform federated source [SC99]. Under the assistance of
DL systems, users can move from source to source, seek-
ing and linking information automatically or semi- automat-
ically. From a user’s perspective, DL systems establish a
fundamental infrastructure for a bulk of digital information
and services associated with users’ information acts.
Traditionally, when people retrieve information, their ac-
tivities are classiﬁed as searching or browsing [CDMS94,
Hop98]. Searching implies that the user knows exactly what
to look for, while browsing should assist users navigating
among correlated searchable terms to look for something
new or interesting. So far, most of the major work on DL
systems falls into these two categories. DL research has
neglected to support systematic acquisition of knowledge
about the DL content. This has been the role of a tradi-
tional librarian who could direct users to the right articles
when asked for advice. Our goal is to establish this role by
an electronic counterpart. The content of its knowledgebase
















in developing retrieval models, building document and in-
dex spaces, extending and reﬁning queries for DLs [FBY92,
CLvRC98]. In [DvR93], index terms are automatically ex-
tracted from documents and a vector - space paradigm is
exploited to measure the matching degrees between queries
and documents. Indexes and metadata can also be manu-
ally created from which semantic relationships are captured
[BS95, Dao98]. Furthermore, the information space con-
sisting of a large collection of documents can be semanti-
cally partitioned into different clusters, so that queries can
be evaluated against relevant clusters [Wil88]. According to
topic areas, a distributed semantic framework is proposed in
[PH99, Mil00] to contextualize the entire collection of doc-
uments for efﬁcient large-scale searching. To improve query
recall and precision, several query expansionand reﬁnement
techniquesbased on relationallexicons/thesaurior relevance
feedback have been explored [VWSG97, Eft93, JGR
+95].
A recent work incorporates knowledge about the document
structuresinto informationretrieval, and the presented query
languageallowstheassignmentofstructuralrolesto individ-
ual query terms [WFC00].
Since oneDL usuallycontainslots ofdistributedand het-
erogeneous repositories which may be autonomously man-
aged by different organizations, in order to facilitate users’browsing activities across diverse sources easily, many ef-
forts have been engaged in handling various structural and
semanticsvariationsandprovidinguserswithacoherentview
of a massive amount of information. Nowadays, the in-
teroperability problem has sparked vigorous discussions in
the DL community [SC99, SMC
+99, Sch98, Sch95, Che99,
PBLO99, PCGMW98]. The concept extraction, mapping
and switching techniques, developed in [BHCS99, MG95,
CSN97], enable users in a certain area to easily search the
specialized terminology of another area. A dynamic medi-
ator infrastructure [MGMP00] allows mediators to be com-
posed from a set of modules, each implementinga particular
mediationfunction,suchasprotocoltranslation,querytrans-
lation, or result merging [PBJ
+00]. [PL99, JL97] present
an extensible digital object and repository architecture FE-
DORA, which can support the aggregation of mixed dis-






on modeling, querying and managing semistructured data
and non-standard data formats are conducted to enable the
integrationofheterogeneousresources[DBJ99,MW99,BDT99].
The experiences in constructing DL archival repositories,
user interfaces, and cross-access mechanisms, etc. are ex-
tensively describedin [HP00, CGM99, CCGM00, HBOS96,

















Despite lots of fruitful work in the digital library area, from
the standpoint of satisfying human’s information needs, the






































The traditional use of DLs is keyword-based. Users request
informationby enteringsome keywords,and DL systems re-
turn matching documents. But users expect more than this.
Typically, users have some pre-conceived hypotheses or
domain-speciﬁc knowledge.
They may desire the library to conﬁrm/deny their existing
hypotheses,ortocheckwhethertherearesomeexceptional/contradictory
documental evidences against the pre-existing notions, or to
provide some predictive information so that they can take
effective actions. For example, a user working in a ﬂood-
precaution ofﬁce is concerned about whether there will be
ﬂoods in the coming summer. According to his/her previ-
ous experience, it seems that “a wet winter may cause ﬂoods
in summer”. In this situation, instead of using disperse key-
words to ask for documents, the user would prefer to pose a
direct question to DLs like “Does a wet winter cause ﬂoods
in summer?” and expect a conﬁrmed/ denied intelligent an-
swer as well as a series of supporting literatures to justify
the answer, rather than a list of articles lacking explanatory






































mutual learning, knowledge sharing and exchange can hap-
pen. A user may ask a librarian for searching assistance.
Librarians may collaborate in the process of managing, or-
ganizing and disseminating information. Users themselves
may communicate and help each other in using library re-
sources. When we progressfrom physical libraries to virtual
DLs, these valuable features must be retained. Future DLs
shouldnotjustbesimplestorageandarchivalsystems. Tobe
successful, DLs must become a knowledge place for a wide
spreadofknowledgeinquiry,sharingandpropagation. Inthe
aboveexample,iftheDLmakesreadilyavailableknowledge
and expertise to the public, users can save the effort on time-
consumingsearching and consultationwith librarians and/or
experts. The working effectiveness and efﬁciency can thus
be improved. Also, as machine knowledge does not deterio-
rate with time as that human knowledge does, for long-term
retention, DL systems offer ideal repositories of the knowl-
edge in the world. Unfortunately, such a knowledge sharing







































We categorize users’ behavior on the use of DLs into low-
level cognitive act and high-level cognitive act. Figure 1 il-
lustratesaproposedtwo-layeredDLcognitivefunctionmodel
to support different levels of users’ cognitive requests.
Information
Searching document 
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We view traditional information searching and browsing as
low-level cognitive acts.Searching. The target of searching is towards certain spe-
ciﬁc documents. One searching example is “Look for the ar-
ticle written by JohnBrown in theproceedingsof VLDB’88.”
As the user’s request can be precisely stated beforehand,
identifying the target repository where the requested docu-
ment is located is relatively easy. Primarily, the ability to
search indexes of repositories can support the searching ac-
tivities.
Browsing. Differentfromsearchingwhoseobjectiveiswell-
deﬁned, browsing aims to provide users with a conceptual
map, so that users can navigate among correlated items to
hopefully ﬁnd some potentially useful documents, or to for-
mulate a more precise retrieval request further. For instance,
a user reads an article talking about a water reservoir con-
struction plan in a certain region. He/she may want to know
the possible inﬂuence on ecological balance. By following
semantic links for the water reservoir plan in the DL, he/she
navigatesto the related “ecologicalprotection”theme, under
which a set of searchable terms with relevant documents are
listed for selection.
To facilitatebrowsing,DLsmustintegratediversereposi-
toriesto provideusers with a uniformsearchingandretrieval
interface to a coherent collection of materials. The capabil-
ity that enables navigation among a network of inter-related
concepts, plus the searching capability on each individual
































goals are documents, the high-level cognition support layer
can provide not only documents but also knowledge-level
answers to human’s high-ordercognitive questions, together
with documental justiﬁcations and evidences. For example,
in response to the high-order cognitive requests like
Q
1:“ Does wet winter cause ﬂoods in summer?”
Q
2:“ Give me articles which talk about the cause of summer ﬂoods.”
Q
3:“ Give me articles which talk about the inﬂuences of wet winter.”
it is desirable for DL systems to provide question- answer-
ing, as well as relevantjustiﬁcations forholdingthe answers.








sist of a series of articles talking about “wet winter causes
ﬂoods in summer”,
The provision of high-level cognition support adds val-
ues to DLs beyond simply providing document access. It
reinforces the exploration and utilization of information in
DLs, and advocates a more close and powerful interaction
between users and DL systems. With this high-order cogni-
tion assistance, ordinary people will be able to ﬁnd things to
solve their real information problems themselves. From the
aspect of DL systems, to realize such a high-level cognition
function, substantial information analysis needs to be done.
This inevitablyinvolvesthe navigationand cross-correlation
of information items across multiple repositories in DLs,































To provide high-ordercognition support, we further develop
a DL information space consisting of two component sub-
spaces,namely,knowledgesubspaceanddocumentsubspace,








C1 C2 H: P(C1, C2)
articles on C2
concept base concept base
hypothesis
justifications


























edge, such as hypotheses, rules, beliefs, etc. In this initial
study, we focus on hypothesis knowledge coming from do-
main experts in empirical science. Each piece of hypothesis
describes a certainrelationship among a set of concepts.F o r
example, the hypothesis “




wet winter” and the effect “
C
2: summer ﬂood” it has.
Here, we use a predicate which takes a set of concept
terms as arguments to represent each hypothesis. A con-
cept term can be either an atomic concept or a composite
concept. Atomic concepts are the building blocks of sen-
tences (e.g., “dog”, “animal”, “trafﬁc-jam”, “wet-winter”,
“summer-ﬂood”,etc.), conveyingthe most fundamentalcog-
nitive knowledge in human society, while composite con-




wet-winter” is a composite concept. At the moment, we fo-
cus our study on binary predicates associated with two con-
cept terms: a left-side concept term and a right-side one.
For example, the hypothesis “Wet winter may cause summer
ﬂoods” can be expressed as Cause (“wet-winter”, “summer-
ﬂood”). “Airpollutionmaycauseacidrainandhot-weather”




synonym, and antonym, etc.) deﬁned in the conceptbase, we
can correlate relevant hypotheses and formulate a hypothe-
sis lattice around one theme. For example, a more generalhypothesisin respect to
H is like “
H
0: wet winter may cause
river behavior”, as “summer-ﬂood” is a more speciﬁc con-
cept term compared to“river-behavior”.
The knowledge subspace of a DL is thus made up of a























Under each hypothesis is a justiﬁcation set, giving reasons
and evidences for the knowledge. These justiﬁcations, com-
prised of articles, reports, data, etc., constitute the document
subspace of the DL information space. In Figure 2, we have
a set of supporting articles for hypothesis
H, which com-
ment that “wet winter is an indicator of summer ﬂoods”.
It is worth notice here that the document subspace chal-
lenges traditional DLs on literature organization, classiﬁca-
tion, and management. For belief justiﬁcations, we must
extend the classical keyword-based index schema, which is
mainly used for information searching and browsing pur-
poses, to knowledge-based index schema, so that informa-



























The knowledge subspace (i.e., the collection of hypotheses)
subsumes a wide range of knowledge coming from human
experts in different areas. Each piece of knowledge in the
knowledge subspace is linked to a set of justiﬁcation docu-
ments in the document subspace. The linkage between the
two subspaces can be built in a number of ways: 1) Experts
indicate relevant documents while inputing the knowledge;
2) DL systems perform keyword-based searching. From the
results obtained, relevant justiﬁcation documents are ﬁltered
by eitherexpertsorDL systems througha moreclose exami-
nationof the documents. 3) DL users, who ﬁndjustiﬁcations
for certain knowledge, mark the corresponding documents.













Although applications of artiﬁcial intelligence to library sci-
ence have been extensively investigated in the literature, and
many library-oriented expert systems have been developed,
most of them essentially aid in carrying out the support op-
erations of libraries, such as descriptive cataloging, collec-
tion development, disaster planning and response, reference
services, database searching, and document delivery, etc.
[LS90, LS97].
In this study, we extend the traditional role of DLs as in-
formation provider to information
& knowledge provider by
incorporating both knowledge and documents into the DL
information space. Compared to the traditional knowledge-
based systems, such DL systems enhanced with knowledge
elements have the following distinguished features.
1) Function. Knowledge-based systems are designed to ap-
ply logical inference rules to make judgement in processing
business routines or come up with a conclusion to a cer-
tain pre-deﬁned problem [And92]. A production rule used
in knowledge-based systems usually has the format “IF x
THEN y”, where the IF part is a premise and the THEN part
refers to the conclusions or consequences. On the contrary,
the mission of a DL system equipped with a knowledge sub-
space is to make expertise knowledge widely available to
the public. We can view such a system as an information
& knowledge dictionary, since a huge body of knowledgeof
various kinds in the world, together with their justiﬁcation
documents, is preserved, classiﬁed and maintained inside its
information space. From DLs, users can obtain not only the
requested documents, but also intelligent answers to their
high-order cognitive questions.
2) Scope. A knowledge-basedsystem intends to solve prob-
lems in a narrow domain, e.g., company delivery charge,
heart disease diagnosis, etc. The rules stored in its knowl-
edge base are thus limited to a particular ﬁeld. Compara-
tively,thescopeofthe knowledgesubspaceofa DL isbroad,
covering a wide spread of disciplines. Users with different
backgrounds can turn to DLs for expert-like helps in carry-
ing out their work.
3) Content. With the continuing developments in storage
and communication technologies, a tremendous amount of
structured,semi-structured,andunstructuredinformationas-
sets is collected and maintained within DLs. While we ex-
tend the DL information space to incorporate knowledge,
such a huge body of documents constitutes knowledge justi-
ﬁcationsforusers’ furtherreference. However,this is notthe
case fortraditionalknowledge-basedsystems, whichcontain













Motivated by the problems - (i) inadequate high-level cog-
nition support; (ii) inadequate knowledge sharing facilities -
with the present-day digital library systems, we introduce a
two-layered digital library function model to support differ-
ent levels of human cognitive acts. The low-level cognition
support aims to provide users with requested documents, as
what information searching and browsing do, while high-
level cognition support can provide not only relevant docu-
ments but also intelligent answers to users’ high-order cog-
nitive questions,as well as a set of documentaljustiﬁcations.
The proposed information space consisting of a knowledge
subspace and a document subspace can facilitate users to
solve their high-order cognitive problems.
We view this work as a ﬁrst step, with a number of inter-
esting problems and challenges remaining for future work.
(1) To facilitate high-ordercognitiveactivities, efﬁcient stor-age and management of the knowledge
& document sub-
spaces is veryimportantandmust be carefullyplanned. This
demands effective indexing strategies for both knowledge
and justiﬁcation documents. (2) Efﬁcient knowledge infer-
ence and navigation mechanisms must be built to support
users’ question-answering. (3) A ﬂexible and easy-to-use
query language is to be designed to help DL users make the
best of information and knowledge assets in solving their
problems. Currently, we are researching various methods of
knowledge acquisition to ﬁll the knowledge subspace and
building the links between the knowledge subspace and the
document subspace. Our eventual target is to develop an
enhanced DL system, which can empower human with real
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